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Long-term Effects of Corona

Excerpt from the 766th contact of Saturday, 20th of February, 2021
Billy
… As I know from Ptaah, because I asked him 4 years ago to clarify the situation between husband and wife
regarding domestic violence, consequently clarifications were made on this by you Plejaren, which revealed that in
Europe alone ... in marital relationships 28% of all women are beaten, thrashed, abused and treated with physical and
psychical Gewalt by their 'spouses' and not infrequently even murdered. So that was 4 years ago. Today, however, I guess
there is probably a great deal more to it ...
Ptaah This is actually the case, as I know, because we recently made new observations regarding this, which however
you cannot know, since I did not tell you. The current number, referring to Europe alone, has unfortunately increased to
36.2 percent in the populations as a result of the rampantly spreading corona disease and the consequences of house
arrest.
…
Billy
… You can also explain what Sfath and I discovered about 70 years ago, that at the Corona time the true lousy
personality and character of many governors and politicians will also be revealed, as well as their belief in god and Christ
in the context of love for the next one, honesty, honour, dignity and morality, if, to the detriment of the populations and
at the expense of their lack of financial means, they secretly do dirty business dealings with means of protection against
the rampantly spreading disease and therethrough enrich themselves. It is true that this will also be done on a daily basis
by criminals – which will also include companies and corporations – who, at the taxpayers' expense, will exploit the
supreme foolishness of those in government who, as a result of their inability to think and govern, believe that
companies, individual businesses and corporations etc. must be supported by state funds. This is precisely because those
in government with their low intelligentum (In contact 750, Billy explains, “…these days practically no longer anybody
knows that ‘intelligence’ is only the intellect-memory, but does not describe the cognition and also not the intelligentum,
nor the information processing of the human being. That is why the so-called IQ is erroneously and foolishly ‘measured’
with the intellectual memory, namely with the term ‘intelligence’ – which we have already spoken about before. This is
because ‘intelligence’ in reality has nothing to do with the ‘intelligentum’ and thus has nothing to do with intellect,
rationality, knowledge and absolutely nothing to do with the extent of knowing the general performance capacity related
to the intellectum.” Please see contact 750 to understand more.) do not know what really has to be done, as a result of
which they will fuel the incidence of fraud and push it to unprecedented heights by their throwing out thousand-millions
at criminals.
But what we could talk about briefly, without mentioning the whole drama about the rampantly spreading corona disease
as well as the low intelligentum of those in government and the rowdies of the populations – who are responsible for
many deaths to be mourned – are these questions here, because someone asks why all the responsible scientists cannot
find out how the long-term consequences of the rampantly spreading corona disease come about, which arise in a certain
part of the ‘recovered’ after the rampantly spreading disease has been survived. Also in this fax here it is being asked how
come the scientists, who are deemed to be the predestined of medicine etc., do not find the reason for occurring longterm consequences and why they couldn’t tell anything about what these would be like and how long they would last,
etc. Also here is a question about the what and how about information regarding the mutations etc., since it would be of
importance for the people to be informed about this, which however is neither being done by those imperious as well as
stupidly prattling on government halfwits all around the world – so it really says here, as you can read – ... (who) equally
would do nothing, in order to enlighten the population, as also not both the main body of the virologists etc. and of the
medical profession. And since you with your numerous learned occupations have been trained as a doctor, chemist,
physician and virologist etc., I think that it would be highly appropriate if you would at one point explain the necessary,
because our earthling 'experts' and those in government are obviously incapable of it, but rather are all mouth and no
trousers on television, the radio and in the newspapers and journals etc. and assume an air of importance. And if you give
explanations, which I hope you will, that you …
Ptaah

Yes, I will explain a few things. …

Billy
... What the woman is also asking refers to how long the corona viruses survive on objects, etc., if you want to
say a word about that, then that would really be something for you.
With regard to the 'survival' of viruses, I have yet to mention that the woman also asked me about this by telephone,
hence I have explained to her that on the one hand viruses of any kind are no life forms, which she has not understood
though. Therefore, I had to explain everything better to her.
…
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First, I explained that viruses are no life-forms, but merely organic structures, and consequently cannot die and can only
be dissolved and destroyed. The woman has not yet understood this, because she believed that 'organic' means
something like life, since all life-forms have organs. Unfortunately, however, I am not a scholar and also not a scientist in
this regard, therefore, I was only able to explain what I learned from Sfath in the 1940s and have also learned some more
on my own, namely that organic structures do not correspond to anything other than a natural product of organic
chemistry. And this says, so I explained to her, that the 'organic' of the structure must not be understood as life, but as a
chemical element, consequently the whole is not a living organism, but only a structure. However, the woman did not
understand this either, namely what a structure is, thus I explained that a structure corresponds to a proper assembly,
composition, construction, respectively a certain order, therefore, in that case precisely in chemistry, as it also applies to
everything else though, such as for a logicalness of thoughts, a work, action or speech, etc. Then I explained that the
whole thing basically also includes any compounds of carbon with other elements, of which – as I still know from the
teaching of Sfath in the 1940s – more than 30 million are known to you Plejaren in this connection. But, as I recall and
which I also told the woman, Sfath said back then that all building elements of life belong to the whole as well, whereby
carbon is of absolutely crucial importance to all life on Earth and absolutely indispensable to all life-forms. If I remember
correctly, as I also explained to the woman, carbon is indispensably integrated into a global cycle of organic and inorganic
compounds, whereby, among other things, it also gets into plants and all living creatures in general from the air, all of
which, down to the tiniest organisms, use the carbon for energy generation since basically down to the tiniest life form all
of them are equipped with an organic carbon cycle, which alone ensures life and the viability to live.
If the forms of carbon on Earth are scrutinised carefully, then many millions of different organic compounds can be found,
which, as I have already said, are indispensable for the functioning of all living organisms, as well as being of great
importance in the carbon cycle in death after their passing away.
Basically, I explained to the woman what I still know about organic structures that exist as lifeless organic molecules, just
simply as various natural elements, such as halogens, which of course she couldn’t do anything with as well,
consequently, I tried to explain that these somehow arise from a chemical element, from a yellowish green gas, which has
a pungent smell, from which salts and in particular fluorine and thus bromine, Iodine and chlorine as well as, among other
things, also a rare radioactive element are formed, the name of which I couldn’t remember and which has not come back
to my mind even to this day. What I also explained was that halogens are highly reactive non-metals, as well as that the
basis for the diversity of individual molecules with regard to carbon are often hydrogen, sulphur, nitrogen and oxygen,
which form the actual chemical structure and functional groups. What I still remembered from Sfath – what I then
remembered to say – was that there are millions of forms of organic compounds of all sizes, whereby these organic
carbon compounds have an extremely extensive diversity, and in fact much more numerous than all the compounds
together that contain no carbon. Overall, they form the ultimate building element of life for all living organisms, i.e. also
for humans and all life forms in general. They also store the energy as well as all information that is inherited and, in the
event of death during the process of passing away, is transferred to the environment as a whole and is absorbed and
stored by it entirely. And with this I was at my wit's end. …
So now it would be your turn, my friend, to answer the question about the lifespan of the corona virus, when it is
deposited on objects, etc.
Ptaah We have talked about this before, and nothing has changed since then according to our research findings. But
nevertheless, I can mention the information given at that time once again: On hard and smooth objects, corona viruses
can remain active for up to 48 or 52 hours before they decay and dissolve. At the most, they can remain active for up to
96 hours, if they fall on accordingly suitable surfaces. If they are able to take hold in a host material suitable for them,
they can outlast centuries and millennia remaining active, only to break out again in the distant future due to some
circumstances.
Billy

Nice prospects.

Ptaah … There is nothing that will be able to be changed about that through all the times to come. What the woman is
writing and asking in this letter is justified, on which I think I can also give a briefly summarised answer to everything,
such as to this question here regarding pets, about which I can state that we Plejaren do not keep animals, no creatures
and no other living beings of any kind in our direct living area, if such life forms are kept at all, which, however, according
to our directives, cannot be the case in areas of towns and villages due to hygienic and health reasons for the inhabitants,
but only in settlements, as you once called them, where, depending on the kind or species, they can live in special
enclosures offering sufficient space, or also in the open, where they can live in a nearly natural form or nature-like. Small
cages and enclosures, which do not offer a freedom-equivalent movement space to the genera and species, are not
permitted according to the directives.
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Billy
So when you are talking about pets, then we may compare this on Earth with dogs and cats, rats, birds and
various other living beings, which, however, as a general rule – except cats and dogs that can go outdoors – are kept in
living rooms etc. in far too small cages and become mentally ill, which of course is not being recognised by the owners of
these creatures. This, because they have absolutely no knowledge regarding the psyche of living beings – such as birds,
hamsters, lizards and blindworms, etc. – which they keep in their homes in far too small cages, breeding cages or too
small enclosures.
What probably should be explained with regard to the settlements, as I have called them, is that they are individual
properties which, according to earthly scales, are 100 x 100 metres and thus about one hectare in size. Although, this is
not accurate, since it is several metres more according to your Plejaren measurement, but on the whole, one hectare can
be assumed, whereby on this site, at any rate, one dwelling should be situated, with each having only one family residing
in it and the land of which – including field, meadow and garden – is also being cultivated. At least that is how I saw it and
how it was explained to me.
…
Ptaah … Also, what you have often said is correct and corresponds to the effective indisputable facts regarding the
national leaders and the medical and virological professionals, etc. You have already explained to me at the very
beginning of the rampantly spreading disease, what you and my father Sfath had learned in the 1940s about this, like that
this corona virus shows specific peculiarities, before we even had a clue about it ourselves and only came to the same
results through our research as you have told me and knew from my father Sfath from the 1940s and 1950s. On the one
hand, these were your explanations regarding the long-term consequences, on the other hand, they concerned the
impulse depositions that lead to various kinds of late effects. It was only through your details that we were inspired to
carry out the corresponding research which in the course of time confirmed what you have explained. … You, Eduard,
dear friend, know about the whole thing, therefore I just want to take it up a little bit – although you have already
explained it some time ago and it can also be read on your website – in order to respond briefly to these questions here,
which I actually should not do. Since these persons who raise these questions do not seem to have read all of the
conversations you have retrieved and written down on your website, I will briefly answer a few things regarding those
various questions.
As to the late effects, which arise after a recovery from the rampantly spreading corona disease, first of all it must be
understood that, according to our research cognitions about this strange human-made rampantly spreading disease, an
effective and complete recovery is absolutely impossible, but only equals an apparent recovery. This is because the
corona virus does not only exist as such, but also, quite unusually, as an indestructible impulse unit, that is to say, as a
fundamental physical quantity which, as an impulse object, displays peculiar characteristic states of motion. This impulse
object holds within itself a self-contained system of a constant organic-energetic impulse set of various factors, and these
correspond to pure triggers in relation to disturbances, which affect the regular physical and psychical block of the entire
human organism, which has a subjectively and objectively perceptible negative impact on the performance and wellbeing of the human being and thus illnesses inevitably occur, which can be of various nature, as the case may be.
The impulses of the rampantly spreading corona disease depositing in the entire organism of the human being inevitably
arise in every human being and continue to exist throughout life after a recovery, though, as a rule, remain inactive for
long periods, although then, for medically inexplicable reasons, an ailment or a serious illness can unexpectedly become
acute. In the process, the causes of the ailments and illnesses that occur unexpectedly even after 30, 40, 50 or more years
cannot be determined by earthly physicians and scientists, because, on the one hand, the impulse depositions in the
organism cannot be recognised and also cannot be researched with the given and still primitive earthly-medical and
earthly-medical-technical capabilities, whereas consequently the whole of the long-term late effects cannot be
defensively countered medically.
According to our research cognitions, late effects occur in several forms, so, on the one hand, ailments and illnesses
ensue only after decades due to the deposited impulses, while, on the other hand, late effects may already occur after
days, weeks or a few months after a recovery. A further late consequence arises in the form when ailments and medical
conditions develop already during the course of the rampantly spreading corona disease, which persist and are longlasting even after recovery or, like all consequences of corona afflictions, can persist for many months, years or a lifetime.
Our very accurate Earth-wide observations and records conducted over the last 26 months – since the Corona pandemic
disease in January 2019, unnoticed by earthly virologists and medics, steadily mutating became acute as the 5002nd
mutation since its first appearance in the mid-1977s, and was recognised as the rampantly spreading corona disease in
Wuhan in December and began spreading worldwide – indicate that 27% of all those who have fallen ill from the
rampantly spreading disease and have recovered again will more or less suffer from a wide variety of slight impairments
in well-being for the rest of their lives as a result of the deposited corona impulses. 19% will be sporadically afflicted for
life through appearing recurrent mild to moderate ailments and medical conditions by the deposited energetic corona
impulses. This, while 12% of those infected with corona currently suffer from distinctive ailments and illnesses before and
after recovery, which can persist for many months, years and even for life, and which may lead to severe distress and
torment, as well as to infirmity and lingering illness.
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If the whole of the rampantly spreading corona disease is further analysed, then it can be recognised that the facts of the
corona virus as a human-made virus moreover show that it is not stable and is consequently subject to permanent and
increasingly dangerous mutations, as it can also – contrary to earthly-medical, virological and epidemiological
misstatements – jump to children and animal life-forms.
Along with the dangerous mutations of the corona virus, numerous minor causal foreordination mutations also
frequently come up that generate various side effects, as these have played a decisive part since the mid-1970s, that
according to our cognitions, 5002 different mutations have emerged from the virus as of January 2019. These mutations
can either cause a change in the structure of the virus or alter its behaviour and genetic code and form, and when they
occur, they can become more aggressive and dangerous than those which they mutatingly emerged from, consequently
most new mutations become more lethal.
Billy
If I may interrupt you, dear friend, because I would also like to say something about this, namely what I have
already recorded in our 764th conversation report on the 26th of January, namely this here, which I have copied out in
order to bring it up again, since I have not found any information about this either on television nor on the radio or in any
newspapers, etc. It may well be that neither our virologists nor the medical profession or doctors etc. have found
anything in this respect so far, but it can also be possible that everything is being concealed and the population is
deliberately not being informed, as is the case with many things. So if I may recite this excerpt:
"... Well, there are various other things, such as the fact that the new corona mutations have the characteristic of
infecting a human being not only with one mutation alone, but that one can be infested by two or possibly even three of
them, as well as the fact that a human being infested by one mutation and 'cured' can also be infected again by another
corona mutation and fall ill. Sfath had already ascertained this, but whether this is already known to today's virologists
and doctors I have not heard yet, because so far nothing has been reported on television in this regard, just as no such
report has been heard on the radio and, to my knowledge, nothing has been written in newspapers either. If one considers
all the wrong actions of the governments, their inability to assess the facts and the situation and the complete lack of the
unavoidably necessary foresight, as well as, on the other hand, the lack of intellectum and the irresponsible actions of that
part of the population that is querulous and rowdy despite the half-value orders given by the governments – even if the
government orders issued are really only halfway correct and useful – then it is clearly already pre-programmed that the
whole calamity will continue for a long time and will continue to claim many fatalities."
That, Ptaah, I just wanted to mention once again, since no information has appeared in any public media so far. But you
can continue with your explanations now, please.
Ptaah It may certainly be good that you have brought up the information once again. But what I have to explain further
is this: in the last few months, several new wild mutations have emerged from the original virus, which has been
discovered in Wuhan, and which I have mentioned previously as causal foreordination mutations, which have been
discovered not only by us, but also by various earthly virologists. These mutations exhibit minor or major alterations
which not only show changes in terms of contagiousness, but also cause various effects in case of an infection. Depending
on the geographical areas, especially in different climatic regions, such alterations develop such that new mutations, that
is to say, viral variants emerge in rapid succession, which also tend to become more malignant and aggressive, resulting in
new waves of infection, which dissolve the previous ups and downs of infection waves and fatalities, and thus a new
spread of the rampantly spreading disease begins, however, with a new viral mutation.
What we have been able to observe since the first onset of the rampantly spreading corona disease in January 2019 in
southern China and then from November 2019 in Wuhan, and what we have observed again and yet again since then, has
remained so to this day, namely, that, on the one hand, comparable mutations emerge simultaneously in different areas
at various locations, as, on the other hand, the various new virus mutations also develop the ability to dock with a
suitable host more easily, more quickly and more effectively, to infect it and to impair its immune system to such an
extent that it succumbs to the viral attack.
Another unpleasant consequence of the rampantly spreading corona disease, according to our research, is the fact that, if
antibodies are formed as a result of an infection with a corona virus, these cannot be guaranteed to provide complete
protection against the virus.
Antibodies therefore do not provide absolute safety and only partially protect or do not at all against further infection,
namely neither by the old virus nor by a new viral mutation. According to our research, antibodies are only partially able
to neutralise various corona viruses, if at all, and vaccinations can be equally futile, just as a recovery from a corona virus
disease cannot be a guarantee of immunity. Our cognitions in this regard show beyond doubt that despite antibodies and
vaccinations, new infections are also possible with the mutating virus.
What has now been explained, Eduard, are the facts that I want to state openly, however, there are not further
statements.
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Billy
That is enough after all, I think. Besides, further disclosures would not be good; on the one hand, they would
probably be relating to research specifics that we laypersons would not understand anyway.
Translation: Barbara Lotz, Germany; corrections: Vibka Wallder and Vivienne Legg, Australia, and Christian Frehner,
Switzerland.

